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'Of all the conceptions of the human mind

from unicorns to gargoyles to hydrogen bomb

perhaps the most fantastic is the black hole.'

K.S. Thome, 1974

Abstract

After reviewing basic results of Hawking in the squeezing perspective, a short

discussion of Schwarzschild black holes as radiometric standards is given.

In this note I will give arguments in favour of taking Schwarzschild black

holes (SBH) as blackbody simulators, most probably the best ones. Even before

the discovery of their "horizon" radiation, [1], SBHs might have been considered in

the special class of "material" bodies in the Universe to be selected as blackbody

simulators. In classical physics/relativity the horizon surface of a SBH absorbs all

the radiation falling on it. This is nothing else but the common definition of a

blackbody (i.e., absorptivity a = 1). The radiometric considerations to follow stem

from the connections between the theory of "particle creation" in external fields

and the quantum-mechanical theory of squeezed states. In the seminal paper [2],

Grishchuk and Sidorov hinted on the close relationships of the two research fields,

and they suggested the observed large-scale structure of the Universe to be just a

strongly squeezed state of the zero-point quantum fluctuations of a cosmological

scalar field.

In the case of a scalar quantised field in the SBH gravitational field, a two-mode

squeeze operator comes into play in order to relate the in- and out-vacuum. This

is so because Hawking radiation is a manifestation of the decomposition of the field

over travelling waves in a region with rather complicated causal structure, involving

conditions on base fields not only at spatial infinity, but also at the horizon. Hawking

has masterly solved this problem in 1976, [3]. First he used a decomposition of the

field in the form:



The base functions satisfy the following boundary conditions:
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The retarded and advanced variables are related to the Schwarzschild coordi-
nates (t,r) in the well-known way:

v = t + r + 2M ln(r/2Af - 1); U =

f -K-Mnf-f/) for £/ < 0

K — (4GM) x is the surface/horizon gravity of the black hole. The in-vacuum
state is annihilated by all the annihilation operators simultaneously:

The same scalar field can be expended over another set of base functions whose
annihilation operators are defined in terms of the out-vacuum,

4> = / du.>(gwww + h^y^ + jwzw + H.c.)

The set (w,y,z) has the following behaviour:
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The out-vacuum is the state defined by :

Hawking has obtained the following Bogolubov transformations for SBH,

There is only one Bogolubov parameter x\, = exp(~STrGMco). As a consequence of
these in-out transformations, the two-mode SBH squeeze operator is found to be:

5(r,7r)

where the squeezing parameter is related to the Bogolubov one by: tanh2r = xb.

Remote observers, on Earth and likewise, have access to the y particles only, and

should â <=rage over the unobservable w particles. One will find out a pure thermal

density matrix of the form:

PSBH = (1 - xh)
m=0

The most important feature of SBH problem to be emphasized here (which one will

encounter only in a few other cases, like Rindler motion and de Sitter space-time) is

that the density matrix is thermal in each mode, with one and the same universal

"thermodynamic" temperature per mode defined as:

= xb



In the SBH case the modal temperature is:

This is the fact of great radiometric importance. In order to emphasize more on
its radiometric far-reaching consequences it is worth pointing out the relationship
to the quantum-mechanical tunneling problem of the corresponding Schrodinger
equation for the scalar field. One could show easily that:

in each mode. Here R^ is the "above-barrier" reflection coefficient of the mode u>.
In a semi-logarithmic plot ( lni^, u>), one should find out a straight line with the
negative slope 1/2V. This very simple fact of the SBH problem may help enormously
in searching for radiometric standards from the quantum-mechanical point of view in
our terrestrial laboratories. Plots of the type mentioned above, generally with some
different slopes, could guide the search for radiometric standards at the quantum
level and may be a useful source of information concerning the deviations from one
of the most remarkable radiometric quality one can discover in the SBH problem.
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